
 

 

 By J. S. Year 9 

 
I come from a galaxy far, far away,  
Where Lego spaceships fly around towers of books.   
I come from a world of things collapsing,   
My blackout, our tent, my sanity.  
   
I come from a family of bewilderbeasts   
Where common sense isn’t common anymore,  
Who believe hugs should be given freely. 
I’d rather race them through Mario tunnels.  
                               
I come from yelling “don’t burn the barbeque!”   
Then devouring stacks of peanut butter crackers.  
Making rocky road with biscuit chunks   
And Turkish delight, gone within a day.  
   
I come from too many day trips to wonders that forever cease,  
The sickening plunge of whirling roller coasters,   
The devilish tactics of aerial stealing monkeys,   
The ancient castles ‘closed for restoration’.  
   
I come from an asylum of mental maths,   
Written in crazy handwriting no one else can read.  
I come from “do the bins now! Tidy your room while you’re at it!” 

And “tuck your shirt in or you’ll freeze!” 

   
I come from a galaxy far, far away,  
Where Lego spaceships fly around towers of books.  
The obstacle course of life.  
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‘I come from….’ 



 

 

By S. B. Year 7 

   

I come from the smell of smoke   
and the rumble of the trains.   
I come from the apartment   
Above the water mains.   
   
I come from the flat,   
Tiny and cramped.   
I come from cheap candles  
And second-hand lamps.   
   
I come from shouts.  
Curses and hatred.  
I come from a place  
Where peace is sacred.   
   
I come from a rundown flat in the centre of Hackney.   
Next to the railway line.    
From shouts and jeers to encouraging cheers  
London’s changed this life of mine.   
   
I came from a place called Hackney,   
Which is a world away from here.   
I love this place, but I can’t forget  
The old memories that’re accompanied by tears.  
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